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Ní neart go cur le
chéile
“It was the best of times, it was the
worst of times,“it was the age of
wisdom, it was the age of foolishness, it
was the epoch of belief, it was the epoch
of incredulity, it was the season of
Light, it was the season of Darkness,
it was the spring of hope, it was the
winter of despair…”
How apt Dickens words for this
Easter, an Easter like no other!
The worst of times, the deaths,
the restrictions on our
freedoms, our whole world
turned upside down; the best
of times, as in the coming
together of our community,
from the frontline health
workers, to the retail workers;
those in the supply chain
ensuring the continued
availability of essentials; from
the Kinsale school children
who started 3D printing of face
visors, now taken on by a
network of 50+ people and
then being assembled in
Garryduff Sports Centre; to
those looking in on the aged
and the vulnerable; to the
general acceptance of those
severe restrictions on our
freedom of movement; the
postal and courier workers
maintaining contact between
us; The Gardai and Defence
Forces We are stronger
together.
Stay at home + social distance

Here for
you.
We are here for you, but
not here if you get my
drift. We are working, but
remotely. The phones (021
4895371) and email
(info@dotlaw.ie) remain
the same and we monitor
the post on an ongoing
basis.
There has been an
upsurge in enquiries
about Wills, Enduring
Powers of Attorney and
Advance Heath-Care
Directives. Social
Distancing and the
restrictions on movement
means this requires
Hygiene - Wash your hands

careful choreography and
creativity in protocols and
arrangements. We can assist,
but it takes more time than
before. You can still access our
essential guides on
www.dotlaw.ie.
Simple matters like swearing
or certifying documents takes
more eﬀort and time, there is
no public access to our oﬃces.
Courts are not sitting for
general matters, the Property
Registration Authority is not
processing applications but
the Probate Oﬃce will
recommence issuing Grants
after 16th. April. We are
adapting to a new way of
doing business.

Together but apart.
Stay safe; stay well.
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And people stayed home

and read books and listened
and rested and exercised
and made art and played

and learned new ways of being
and stopped

and listened deeper
someone meditated
someone prayed

someone danced

someone met their shadow
and people began to think
differently

and people healed

and in the absence of people who
lived in ignorant ways,

dangerous, meaningless and
heartless,

even the earth began to heal
and when the danger ended

and people found each other
grieved for the dead people

and they made new choices

and dreamed of new visions

and created new ways of life

and healed the earth completely
just as they were healed

themselves. Kitty O’Meara
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Coping strategies
for periods of
isolation.

and keep you healthy. Better
still get out into the fresh air
when able - not easy on a
sub!

These tips were taken
from a submariner,
(@sloopjontyb) one used
to being cooped up in a
metal tube for months
on end:-

CLEAN: Now that you are
going to be spending more
time in the house/apartment,
it is going to show signs of
habitation more quickly. Take
time to clean and keep it
spruced up. Keep it that
way.

ROUTINE: Make a
routine, stick to it. Divide
your day up into work,( if
home working) rest,
exercise, meals, hobbies
etc. Get dressed, get out
of your pj’s.

CONNECT: Keep in touch
with your workmates, your
family, friends, clients. Have
“virtual coﬀee’s” online.
Discuss anything and
everything.

PRIVACY: Make a
dedicated private time/
place in your routine.
Even if sharing the front
room, get some alone
time. Do whatever you
want; watch black &
white movies, pray,
yoga, play online bridge;
whatever gets you
through.
EAT: Good and varied
meals helps break up
the monotony of
isolation. Take time to
prepare meals. A mix of
“feast and famine” stops
the weight from piling
on. Steak Saturdays,
Fish Fridays, Tune
Tuesdays can be mixed
in with curry or pizza
nights. A soup and
Sanger special might be
enough on another day.
EXERCISE: find a spot
for exercise. 20 - 30
moIs a day of whatever
as a minimum. You’ll find
fitness routines on
YouTube to suit your
needs. Exercise is a
natural antidepressant, it
will break up your day

Stay at home + social distance

Hygiene - Wash your hands

NEW SKILL: That new skill
you always said you would
learn. Now’s the time.
PERSPECTIVE: As with
everything in life, this too will
end. It’s not exactly a fun
time but sure as hell beats
the alternative. Don’t obsess
or worry about the news or
Twitter. Rely on Real News,
not social media. Bring your
world closer, focus on little
things that you enjoy and
make plans for the future.
(I’m told I can forget about
ever going on a cruise now!)
At least you can access a
window!

“If we winter this one out, we can
summer anywhere…”
Seamus Heaney.
Stay safe; stay well.
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